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DESIGNER INSIGHT

HOW TO CHANGE AN IN

As idealistic designers, we would like to make a change. ‘Transforming society’ is in our DNA. In this
issue’s Designer Insight we interviewed two Dutch designers who succeed in having impact.
the makers of our most ubiquitous products.

people.

Its sunny interface outshines a shady inside. Phones

Two Dutch designers caught word of this and went

Which example do we follow to have impact? Do we

seem to descend from a Clouded Apple-white sky

out on a mission to change the life(cycle) of the

start a social enterprise or launch a speculative vision?

into our hands, break their Gorilla Glass and fall into

electronic device. It’s a goal they share, but their

Let’s see what insights Dave Hakkens, the mastermind

the dark depths of the recyclable waste market. If

approach is different. One manages to offer an

behind Phonebloks, and Miquel Ballester, the Product

there’s anything the age of the experience economy[1]

alternative: Fairphone is the first smartphone that

Strategy designer at Fairphone, have in store for us.

has achieved, it’s the ability to spend so much time

‘puts social values first’. The other proposes a vision

Impact

with something while thinking so little about it. While

of a radically different phone: Phonebloks is an idea

In the two years that Fairphone has been a social

e-waste is a growing problem, it is not addressed by

that grew into a movement reaching 380 million

enterprise, it sold 60.000 ethical smartphones. “There

The subject of their creativity is the device we use
the most yet understand the least: our smartphone.

NDUSTRY?

is a growing customer base that is demanding these

itself. It’s divided into two big parts: influencing

kind of products.” Having realized a more responsible

demand for fair electronics while catalysing better

supply chain means opportunities on the supply side

practices on the supply chain.”

of impact as well. “Fairphone aims to be a platform
for bigger companies and suppliers. However, it’s

Phonebloks reached 380 million people and made

really hard to say ‘we have influenced this’, especially

connections with 18 companies to build towards a

with big companies. We’re developing the indicators

modular smartphone. “It was interesting that the

for the socio-environmental impact that we have.

campaign resonated with people like my grandma,

Our Impact Map features seven strategies, from

instead of only tree huggers or tech freaks.” Some

empowering workers to the design of the phone

companies were already developing a modular phone,

lay-out: Hannah Keulen

media: Wouter van der Wal

FAIRPHONE
At one point founder Bas van Abel realized: there
is no Phony Chocolonely[1]. There are overpriced
phones, but no social phone. So, instead of trying
to reshape the industry’s rusty big boys, why not
enter their club and change it from within?
December 2014 the first Fairphone entered the
market. “We’ve used design to create a more level
playing field”, as Miquel explains it.
Together with Bas and impact-expert Bibi
Bleekemolen, Miquel forms Fairphone’s Innovation
Team. His role as Product Strategy designer implies
that design doesn’t stop at the product. Indeed, the
first Fairphone is not completely a fair phone, yet.
It is just too complex to change an industry all at
once. Fairphone uses a smartphone as a “storytelling
device to reconnect consumers to their products
and uncover how things are made.”[3] With this
approach, they try to have impact on both supply
(the industry) and demand (the clients).

PHONEBLOKS
We’ve got the technological equivalent of
a 90’s military computer in our pockets,
yet a single broken resistor is enough to
throw it away. Dave’s idea of a modular
phone originated from these kinds of
experiences. But how to realize such an
idea, when you don’t have a company or a
technological background? “It seemed
logical that big companies would adopt the
idea if you could show the market demand.”

In september 2013 Dave Hakkens launched
a campaign video[4] that made a nonexisting product divide the internet. “After
it appeared on Reddit, the Youtube rating
quickly turned red. I was relieved when a
counterwave of people stood up to
emphasize that it was just an idea.” There
is a critical balance between a convincing
vision and an unrealistic product. The video
was deliberately childish, the prototype
almost stripped of design. “The shape of
the phone did not matter, it had to
communicate the concept.”

like Google with Project Ara. What changed was the

Dave Hakkens choice for a speculative approach was

Either way, social or speculative, it is about a concept

priority of those projects. “The first time I talked with

determined by his role. He wanted to design, to

with impact. The designer becomes an inspirer. A

the team of Project Ara, it was just a few guys. Every

develop more concepts than just Phonebloks.

director of technological development. Not by

time I revisit though, the team seems to have

“Keeping ideas to yourself can be limiting. If you want

imposing solutions, but by enabling people to decide

doubled.”

to have impact, a speculative take is sometimes most

about the future.

effective. But there are no fitting business models
Clearly both approaches can be effective, but did

yet.” That sounds like other innovations on the

they choose the right one?

internet - the technology that gets Dave’s projects

Gijs de Boer

off the ground. Like in the music industry, Dave’s
A speculative Fairphone

main revenue streams lie in in performances;

Fairphone actually started as a campaign, before it

presentations, workshops.

became a social enterprise. “Even though we were
not making a fair phone back then, we believed we

Both roles indicate shifts in the design practice, each

were making Fairphone as an idea.” It did not take

with different strengths and opportunities. However,

off like Phonebloks did. For us the future reality is

they share a break with the experience economy:

more abstract - not as tangible as a modular phone.

physical properties seem to become less important.

And we use the different phones we develop to get

In their daily work, functionality is not the focus;

to that reality. We would not be able to engage with

impact is.

suppliers and look at their social practices if we
wouldn’t be one of their clients.”

At ID there is still a lot of focus on a ‘working
prototype’. To what extent does a prototype work if

Phonebloks as a social enterprise

only inside Laplace? During one Demo Day. Wired to

With interested investors, Dave had opportunities to

a computer. Our prototypes are never ready for the

make Phonebloks a startup. “I myself don’t want to

market, it is an illusion to pretend that they are or

have a phone company that’s working on it, I want

should be. In an ideal situation, the operation and

as much companies as possible to work on it.” One

looks of the prototype are merely a means to present

of his hardest decisions was to refuse a job offer

the concept more convincingly. But for what purpose?

from Google. “I had the feeling that my influence

It was something Dave missed at the DAE exhibitions.

would vanish.” He chose independence. “Probably

“One side of the world is looking for solutions and

the coolest thing about Phonebloks is that it inspired

here they are made, but only to end at a render,

other companies, start-ups or people to develop

website or prototype.”

modular concepts.”

The way to make these have more impact is not
always to make something function better. Maybe

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out:
[1] Gardien et al. “Changing your Hammer: The
Implications of Paradigmatic Innovation for Design
Practice”

Designer insights

we should focus more on a ‘working concept’. A

http://www.ijdesign.org/ojs/index.php/IJDesign/article/

The problems Miquel encounters within the

concept that succeeds in inspiring enough people to

view/1315

Innovation Team are increasingly about other issues

make a change. Or in Miquel’s direction, a concept

than traditional design. “I think there’s a very clear

for a strategy to make a first step in change. “I think

trend of design gaining influence on the strategy of

a lot of the new innovations that will make our world

companies. The empathy that we developed by

better will come from the social enterprise

catering to users helps when you have to match the

environment; companies that move in between profit

[3] “Fairphone | About”

interests of multiple stakeholders.”

and non-profit worlds.”

http://www.fairphone.com/about/

[2] “Tony Chocolonely | Our Mission”
http://www.tonyschocolonely.com/onze-missie/
crazy-about-chs-about-people/

[4] Do you really think you haven’t seen the Phonebloks
video yet? Here is a follow-up video directed towards
the industry. “Phonebloks - Hello Industry!”
https://youtu.be/AFTwthNrL_w
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EDITORIAL

This year, UNiD magazine was put to the test.
Suddenly we couldn’t take the future of this magazine
for granted and I have to admit that I was thrown off
a little. The value that the UNiD generates is
complicated to measure and is hard to translate into
money. At one point, we even tried cutting a hole in
the cover, but to no avail.
So we took a step back and reviewed the direction
we were heading. We concluded that our goal was
self-evident and should be to create as much value
for you, the students of Industrial Design. So we
redefined our vision; we are going to gather as much
knowledge from inside and outside the faculty as we
can, and communicate that knowledge to you.
In general, we will practice journalism that is
investigative rather than subjective. This means
gathering and producing knowledge instead of giving
our opinions about existing knowledge. An example
of this is using references. In some articles you will
find links to background information or in-depth
articles that you can read about the awesome subjects
we’ve got for you this issue.
This can also be seen in the brand new recurring
Designer Insight, where we talked to Miquel Ballester
from Fairphone and Dave Hakkens from Phonebloks.
We are also using the knowledge that we already
have at our faculty. In this issue, Loe Feijs talks about
his research in the overlapping fields of art and
technology.
And of course, we continue our ongoing conversation
with students. You will come across Jesse, who is
doing a project on shape changing interfaces, and
Isabelle who just finished her internship at Fronteer.
As my last editorial comes to an end, I am proud to
leave the UNiD in this condition. I think the UNiD
reflects our ambition, mentality and love for design
in a great way, both committee and magazine.
Goodbye,
Oscar van Beek

lay-out: Renee Noortman

media: Koen Scheltenaar
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STORM Eindhoven: only one of the many

Next to their own challenges, the team has to stick

automotive teams at TU/e, or are they different?

to the rules of the race as well. The race starts on the

To find out, we interviewed them about their

3rd of April 2016. They will be assigned eight world

vision, purpose and work. And I must say, the

cities by the organisation. The exact route is to be

challenge that the people from STORM Eindhoven

determined by STORM, but it will start in Western

took upon them, is definitely a tough one. They

Europe. After that, they will travel east, either through

are going to try to win an 80-day race around the

the Middle-East or Russia, to China and across the

world with the first ever electric touring

Pacific Ocean. Along the west coast of North-America

motorcycle.

they will go down to the Amazon, and from Rio they
will go to Africa. The race finishes in Western Europe

This all has an important purpose of course. The

again, meaning that they will then have been in every

organisers of the race and the people at STORM want

continent except Oceania.

to promote sustainable transport. In the case of
Storm, the focus is on electric transport, since they

As you might understand, participating in this race

believe that electricity is the most available energy

is an enormous logistic challenge as well. They will

source worldwide [1]. As for why they went for a

have to figure out how to deal with customs and how

motorcycle? Senja Boom (Sponsorship and PR Storm

to get batteries that look like bombs into airplanes.

Eindhoven) said: “At the moment, electric transport

[2] Besides that, in order to reach the real goal of

has a bit of a nerdy image. It misses sexiness. And a

promoting electric transport, the sponsorship and

motorcycle represents sexiness.”

PR has to be perfect.

The project was initiated by two students, both motor
drivers. They came across a social media post about
the 80-day race and immediately saw the
opportunities. As they realized that it could become
a huge project, they went out to find people willing
to put in dedication and join them.
Senja herself joined the team because the societal
challenge interested her. From her background in
Sustainable Innovation, she learned that even though
we might be able to do a lot technically, it takes much
more to actually make it work into society. This is
true for electric transport at the moment too.
Technically we are quite far, but the range of vehicles
is too low, loading takes too long and as said before,
it is associated with bad performance and people
think it is not very cool. Those three issues are exactly
the oes that STORM Eindhoven tries to tackle.

lay-out: Naomi Mavis Kool

ST
ahead

“A MOTORCYCLE REPRESENTS
				SEXINESS”

TORM

		

Even Senja had to be convinced of this purpose at
first. Electric transport is not necessarily sustainable
transport, therefore she wondered; can we tell others
that we are sustainable? To her, it almost felt
dishonest. However, after a while she realized that
STORM is now taking the first step. STORM Eindhoven
really is sustainable. They facilitate zero-emission
transport, making the step towards a sustainable
society a whole lot easier.

Emma van Zoelen

Did this story make you curious? Do you want to
contribute to a sustainable world and do you feel like
motorcycles are extremely sexy? STORM Eindhoven is still
looking for an ID student to join their PR team and help
them out with graphical work. Interested? Contact
s.boom@storm-eindhoven.com
[1] The availability of electricity of course depends on
the availability of other energy sources. Since electricity
can be generated with every energy source on earth,
we can indeed say it is widely available. http://cowles.
econ.yale.edu/P/cm/m26/m26-03.pdf
[2] Want to know how to not look suspicious at an
airport? http://theplanetd.com/5-things-you-shouldntdo-in-an-airport/
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more of a prediction of a problem for which there is

raised during the programme of the Startup

no product.” After coming up with the idea, the three

Bootcamp Hightech XL accelerator, which offered

co-founders Bob, Stephan and Tim van Veenendaal

the budding company everthing they needed to

started building prototypes and, after starting a

sprout, which involves coaching, workshops and

Kickstarter, quickly got some media attention from

a tight network. To find out what exactly a startup

outlets like Gamekings and Tweakers.

Lea

Manus Machina is a young startup. The team was

rnin
g

INTERVIEW

is and how it could mean something for us ID
students,we visited their new office in the Office-S

Stephan’s previous employer, EY, was partner in the

complex to ask them some questions.

program of the Startup Bootcamp Hightech XL. With

building a company. EY told Stephan that they thought

products. “Our CCO Bob Vlemmix came up with the

their concept would fit the programme well and after

idea after seeing the Oculus and how virtual reality

some deliberation, the team decided to enrol. After

was growing. The product we’re building now is

a lot of long work sessions, they made it through the

mainly built for virtual reality, in which people want

pitch days and got accepted into the programme.

to interact with their surroundings in a natural way”,

Stijn told us that “it looks like a semester at ID, but

Stephan van den Brink, CFO, told us. Stijn Stumpel,

way more intense. It’s faster and the stakes are

Lead Designer, added that “We’re anticipating because

higher. ID is a good program if you want to get

virtual reality games are not yet commonplace. It’s

involved in startups.” We were wondering if he

irec

help entrepreneurs immensely in the first steps of

be used to interact with electronic and digital

Star
t

up D

NXP, EY and the High Tech Campus, participating can

that transforms hand movements into data that can

ted

their strong network with companies such as Philips,
Manus Machina produces the Manus, a dataglove

lay-out: Marijn van der Steen		

media: Wouter van der Wal

learned some things during the bootcamp that could

so it helps to work in a field in which a lot of nerdy

be of help to ID students. “That would be to structure

enthousiasts are experimenting. Also, timing. These

your mornings well. For example, we did standup

days, you can start a hardware company with a

meetings for a while, where we all stood up and

complex product using an Arduino and VR is growing

"the best advice I can give is to structure your mornings well"
stated what we did yesterday and are planning to do

massively. So it’s essential that we hit the market

today.” Stephan agreed. “You can’t plan the end of

first.” The team told us that being a part of the

your day because new things come up all the time.”

Bootcamp’s programme was invaluable. “You not

At the Bootcamp’s pitch days, Manus Machina was

only gain skills, it forces you to work on your company

wildly succesful. They gave a killer pitch and got their

full time.You get just the right amount of money to

investment money immediately. “Because of our

quit your day job.”

team”, they both said. “Which showcases different
disciplines and characters, and while we sometimes
clash, this allows us to connect the dots”, Stephan
continued. Stijn offered another explanation. “It’s
also the product, which is not a hard one to get people
excited for. Startups have a hard time finding people

Thijs te Velde

that are willing to put in good work for little money,

Manus Machina will be unveiling the Manus at E3 expo, which is from
June 16-18th in Los Angeles. They would like to add to their team someone
skilled in Unity, a hardware engineer, and an embedded engineer. They
also welcome someone who is working with drones to use the Manus.
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INTERVIEW

TALKING BETA WITH

The best industrial designers are the ones who

“What the difficult part about that is,” he continues,

Together they push the borders of what is

embrace both worlds. Who aspires to design

“is that it is just a lot to ask from one person to overlap

technologically possible.

beauty and brains, should aspire to be alpha and

in all these fields. Doing the math alongside all the

beta. Just like Loe Feijs!

other aspects of design isn’t cut out for everyone.

With the use of fractal Pied de Poule in fashion Loe

The glue between multiple beta fields and the

calculates what the pattern will look like and Marina

conventional alpha way are actually mathematical

physically visualizes this with designer clothing.

formulas.” Loe, luckily, is the kind of person that has

Several pieces of art exhibited at ‘Traditie Ontmoet

the knowledge, skills and drive to combine both

Toekomst’ in De Kantfabriek announce exciting and

directions. This designer has worked on a variety of

relevant innovations in heart-rate sensing, emotional

projects that prove the power of his take on intelligent

signal displays and actuating movement (such as the

between mathematical formulas and real life practice.

design and what makes a designer truly valuable.

Toer De Force together with HKU).

His roots, passion and motivation have put him in

“Whether you are an alpha or a beta, Feijs
proves the importance of speaking both languages”

Who is Loe? Loe Feijs is the perfect example of an
actual, authentic and inspiring industrial designer.
He finds his passion in the art of formgiving and his
roots in an internal drive for mathematics. He is
motivated to help design students in building a bridge

the perfect position to embrace the beta and the
alpha fields that overlap in the world of industrial
design. He successfully devotes this position to
teaching and connecting people from different
disciplines. Whether you are an alpha or a beta, Feijs
proves the importance of speaking both languages.

He is well known for winning the Mondrian

Without the willingness to embrace the power of

Programming Award, where he entered the Dutch

understanding both the directions in design, this

Also, he was there when the faculty of Industrial

competition for programming the best Victory Boogie-

technology could not have been developed. Its

Woogie in 2013. Loe’s Processing program won the

relevance, beauty and future influence define the

competition (among 34 other submissions, developed

core of innovation. This is why we design and what

in Matlab, Processing, Javascript, Python, Java,

makes us unique. This is what really sets us apart,

Common Lisp, Shell, Perl, Microsoft tag, R, scratch,

why we should aspire to be actual, authentic and

C#, and PHP). This, however, is only one example of

inspiring industrial designers.

Design at our university was brought to life. The focus
was on intelligent products and expanded itself to
intelligent systems and related services over time.
“Now people are doing this everywhere, but 15 years
ago we were really the first to present an educational
model around this principle of intelligent designing,”
he explains. “The added intelligence causes us to get
closer to other beta faculties.

lay-out: Renee Noortman & Joch Jansz

a translation from alpha material to beta babble.
Another example is his collaboration with Marina
Toeters in her field of expertise; fashion technology.

media: Koen Scheltenaar

Meis Suker

“This is why we design
and what makes us unique”

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out:
http://www.idemployee.id.tue.nl/l.m.g.feijs/
Loe Feijs and Marina Toeters . “Mathematical Art
Galleries” http://gallery.bridgesmathart.org/
exhibitions/2013-bridges-conference/feijs
Elegante Algoritmes. “Kunnen we traditionele kunst
vangen in algoritmes? “ http://elegant.setup.nl
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lay-out: Luke Noothout

a

visionary

co n s ta n t

in

a

time

of

c h ao s

You might not know of their existence, but they are out there. Ever watchful, sheltering an entire association
from mind-numbingly difficult dilemmas. Slowly automating your most common daily habits. They refer
to themselves as the council of shepherds. UNiD magazine had a chance to speak with this illustrious
ensemble known as the difficult things committee.
The difficult things committee was assembled in 2010,

drink. This troublesome task had to be accomplished in

when the website of Lucid no longer matched the

very little time, so it was branded a difficult thing. But a

association’s higher standards. Although a ‘difficult things

lot of the time people do not realize there is a huge

committee’ had been spoken of in the past, it was always

amount processing going on in the background when

referred to as a joke for when tasks were too ‘difficult’

you do something as simple as paying by Lucid token.”

for the board.

Joep: “We used to work with a prehistoric DOS system
named Microsoft Access. It had a terrible discodip

Since 2010 the official difficult things committee has

Microsoft interface and we just kept hoping it wouldn’t

included some of Lucid’s most brilliant minds and is

fail and lose all the Lucid data.

Pepijn Verburg

currently made up by Paul van Beek, Joep Elderman and
Pepijn Verburg. Amongst them is the representative from

Paul: “The current system, LASSIE, was built because

the current board, Kim Sauvé, to whom they refer as

that old system was breaking down. It consists of a

‘the human factor’.

member administration to which we added the shop,
before the bar system broke down and that was added

The burning question that is on all our minds; what

in as well. It sprung a leak and we were just fixing holes.

constitutes a difficult thing?

With LASSIE 2.0 we want to build it ground up and make

Paul: “Because we are at a University of Technology we

it modular so we can add in new functionality where

have a lack of people who know their way around

needed. Joep: “We could even do a Lucid massage

computers, especially at ID.” Pepijn: “Luckily there are

parlour!”

some people with an affinity for programming.” Paul:
“We mostly assist on projects that are too demanding

Why LASSIE?

on the incumbent board, even if they have nothing to

Paul: “It’s the Lucid Administration System, but LAS didn’t

do with computers. It’s just a matter of difficulty and

have the right ring to it so we named it LASSIE. After

mostly time.”

which we decided to give all our systems dog names.

Paul van Beek

We are now working with LOEBAS, BOBBIE and OLLIE.”
What makes one qualified to do difficult things?
Joep: “You need certain skills. Inner peace, problem
solving capabilities, a knack for abstraction and the vigor

Is the committee looking for new members?

to look beyond the issues of the incumbent board. We

Joep: “Yes! But it’s difficult because they need to have

have been here for some years now, In an unchanged

knowledge of the internal processes at our association.

state. You could describe us as a visionary constant in a

It’s a good thing if you are familiar with programming

time of chaos.”

but it’s most important that you are a fast learner. And
I think they need the nerd-gen. Sometimes you get bullied

Could you disclose some of these behind-the-scenes

for that but here you get praised!”

projects?

Joep Elderman

Pepijn: “A somewhat more visible project is the Token

Tom Raijmakers
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We’ve all done it – used our extracurricular time

What do you hope visitors get out of the Vooruit!

to visit exhibitions and museums, like the Van

exhibition?

Abbemuseum. But how can we, as design

Hilde: “I hope people can see how Ahmet uses humor

students, get some really valuable lessons from

to have us take a closer look at what’s happening in

such a visit? For example, the current exhibition

society. And how he uses art to make us look at the

of Ahmet Öğüt in the Van Abbemuseum. To find

world afresh. Not from outside, but from within the

out more about this I spoke with Hilde van der

society.”

Heijden (PR at the museum) and Nick Aikens
(curator of the Ahmet Öğüt exhibition).

How can you make that happen?
Nick: “To design an exhibition you need to have close

How do you select an exhibition for the Van

collaboration between the artist, the exhibition

Abbemuseum?

designer, who looks more at the presentation of the

Hilde: “Our director Charles Esche and his artistic

artwork, and the curator oversees the content of the

team are responsible for the artistic policy: he

exhibition and the message to be transmitted to the

considers what really fits into the Van Abbemuseum.

visitors. Together they decide what the exhibition is

We have made a conscious decision not to be a

going to look like. Sometimes this is very hard,

blockbuster museum, with solely big and popular

because most of our exhibitions are more than just

artists. We prefer to select more experimental and

works of art that you look at. And so we use lots of

young, upcoming artists like Ahmet Öğüt, who’s only

different devices, for example, archival objects which

35 years old. We often choose artists that are

create a context.”

somehow critical of society, as is also the case in this
Vooruit! exhibition.”

Hilde: “In general in the museum, the artworks
communicate a story, but we don’t want long texts
on the wall. So we have guided tours (every day at
12:30 and 14:30), audio tours, we give workshops

“We consciously decide not to
be a block-buster museum”
lay-out: Oscar van Beek

and develop new ways of intervening with the
artworks in the rooms.”

Exposition
VOORUIT

What do you think we, as design students, can
get out of the exhibition?
Hilde: “Like industrial designers, the exhibition
designer also deals with problems that need solving
or better alternatives, only the problems are often
more abstract. Nevertheless, I think it’s really inspiring
to look at how the exhibition is designed. How did
he decide to present the works of art? And how are
the stories and context presented?”
As a final piece of advice, the curator Nick Aikens told
us to visit the exhibition twice: first, just walking
around, and the second time taking the audio tour
which is a musical composition. This gives a different
interpretative layer to the exhibition. Hilde van der
Heijen suggested that we visit Ahmet Öğüt’s
workshop, in which he discusses the responsibility
of artists in society.
More about this workshop will be communicated to
you soon via Lucid.

Fabienne van Leiden

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out:
Guppy 13 vs Ocean Wave; a Bas Jan Ader Experience by
Ahmet Ögüt, exhibition VOORUIT, Van Abbemuseum
Photo courtesy of Van Abbenmuseum
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MAARTEN VERSTEEG
“No one had to leave,” Maarten Versteeg told us when we asked why so many of the freelancers had to
leave last semester. “It had become a bit of a habit though that freelancers coached for two years and
then had to leave for half a year. It started to look too much like a permanent contract. Since the Tax
Authority had announced to review the rules on freelancers, we were offered to work via Euflex for almost
half the salary, but with more social security. Most self-employed already have this arrangment though,
and it would only last for one semester. That is why many freelance coaches refused the offer.”
When you look back, do you think it was a logical

And individuals are created because many people

decision for the faculty to make?

and personalities have tried to influence them.

“Well, I understand why they took the decision. Over

Coaches from the industry bring in other flavors than

the last couple of years, a lot changed: the department

permanent staff because they come from different

grew bigger, we were confronted with financial

worlds. Of course there has to be a balance, I can

shortage and the composition of the board changed,

understand that you don’t want more freelance

meaning that it now consists of people that look at

coaches than permanent coaches.”

the situation from a more managerial perspective.
Also, there is a great pressure from the university to

What effect did it have on you as a person?

put more technology and theory in ID and to make

“Well, design is about change, and I always like to

an educational concept that is understandable for

think that I’m flexible enough to adapt to change.

the outside world. I definitely understand that change

However, a radical change like this and the idea of

is needed. However, I do think that people from

losing the inspiring environment of ID made me

practice are a valuable addition to the program.”

panic; it was very confronting. Eventually, I realized
that when you have worked within an organization

You mention that people from practice are a

for so long you become static. It forced me to think

valuable addition. How do you feel about the role

about the future. For quite a while I have been

you had as a freelancer?

thinking about doing a PhD and now I have the

“I was Theme Champ of Wearable Senses for about

possibility to do so. Also, I am very glad that I can

four years. In that period, the themes grew bigger,

still teach assignments and therefore do what I like;

the tasks became more demanding, and research

I’m currently preparing a new one together with

was partly moved to the themes. I am not capable

Johanna Kint. Besides that, of course business

of leading research in a theme. It made me realize

continues, we recently entered the German market

that my role was not clear anymore. New structures

with Brech, my jewelry brand. If I can then maybe

had formed organically, but at some point they

also coach two students in a project related to my

needed to be formalized. Maybe we can now draw

PhD in the future, I will be completely happy.”

the conclusion that some roles should not be fulfilled
by freelancers anymore.
On the other hand, if I look at the students at ID, I
think that they are very interesting to work with and
will be very interesting in society. That is partly
because there is no sameness, ID creates individuals.

lay-out: Max Blondeau

media: Wouter van der Wal

Emma van Zoelen

“THERE IS NO SAMENESS,
ID CREATES INDIVIDUALS”
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ARTICLE

Jongens van
de
Tekeningen

lay-out: Naomi Kool & Joch Jansz		

media: Senne Friederichs

“Can the boys visit again?” asks a strategy

clear as a sketch is, so broad and ambiguous can the

We bring design thinking into a business context

manager from ABN AMRO, or perhaps a product

concepts in corporate business be. In other words:

where people are not used to prototype their ideas

manager from TNO. A phrase ‘Jongens van de

a perfect marriage. The drawings don’t conceal

and find it hard to externalize their thoughts.

Tekeningen’ adopted quite literally as their brand

anything (at least they are not intended to) and can

Visualization by hand drawn graphics is – in many

name. Although their clients are mainly corporate

hardly be misunderstood. Not to mention that they

ways – a valuable and swift tool to communicate and

businesses, they purposefully profile themselves

can even make the scanty saving plans of a poor

support an iterative process and create a shared

as a young all-male company. Don’t expect the

student look bright and exciting.

mental model with your team or audience.”

though; “We are an all-male company, but we eat

In the brainstorm process JvdT measure themselves

Essentially JvdT have translated the common iterative

salad three times a week” says Nathan Volkers,

for the role of interlocutors; interacting with- and

design process to a corporate mindset. “For that

co-founder of ‘Jongens van de Tekeningen’

guiding their client’s train of thought. As much as

reason we do have a Masters degree and not an Art

(hereafter abbreviated to JvdT).

they aren’t quietly sketching in the background it’s

degree” Nathan says. They are not cartoonists, nor

not their intention to claim the stage. They consider

are they businessmen. They are the proof that the

The image of tailor-made suits, smooth leather shoes

themselves more as psychologists who are able to

domain of the designer is boundless. Designing is

and vapid ties are also not appropriated to them.

spark new insights by simply asking the right

the process of creating. As we at Industrial Design

“You don’t want to have a better looking suit than

questions.

Eindhoven know better than anyone: design doesn’t

office’s testosterone level to be skyrocketing,

restrict itself to vases and chairs. The same goes for

your client” Nathan laughs. Besides, the image of
brisk guys in simple jeans and sneakers suits their

Why do corporate businesses need JvdT anyway?

the designer way of thinking: its applicable and

purpose much better. JvdT support and facilitate the

Well, in some corporate businesses there are many

valuable in myriad areas of expertise. Who would

brainstorming process of visions and strategies of

ambiguities. “We bring clarity in many processes

think that the creation of business strategies needed

corporate businesses by creating an iterative feedback

from strategic conversations in management teams

the help of a couple designers with a bunch of

loop of frisky sketches and lucid visualizations. As

to creative sessions for new product development.

markers?

Ingmar Nieuweboer

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out:
http://www.jongensvandetekeningen.nl

“CAN THE BOYS VISIT AGAIN?”
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ARTICLE

On December the 5th, there was a palpable

Afdeling Buitengewone Zaken

You enter through a spacious hall that succeeds in

tension in the air. The man with the Spanish

Jop is one of five ID alumni that found each other in

keeping the mystery of what these extraordinary

background would give us all a surprise. In the

the same wandering state after graduating. By

affairs might be. Empty tables, an empty projection

Revision of Bachelor and Master presentation,

gathering in a single space, they managed to continue

screen, empty walls. Do they work here?

Miguel Bruns unwrapped how Industrial Design

working as they were educated; focusing on human-

would look like in Laplace: as a design studio!

centered design. ’We started from how our type of

Characterized by a ‘rich learning environment’,

designer works. In a startup, the design phase is only

It takes an industrial staircase to arrive at the heart

where ‘research and education come together’,

a part of what keeps you busy. When you want to

of the studio. The single wooden floor supports a

involving ‘projects with industrial clients’, it felt

focus on design, you have to do more projects

large rectangular table roughly divided into individual

a bit like a second layer of wrapping paper.

simultaneously. Currently, we’ve got twenty ongoing

desks, an electronics lab, a small workshop, a couched

projects.’

library next to more general affordances like a

Before we hear more of Miguel’s vision, let’s see how

kitchen, office equipment, administration. Numerous

a real design studio works. How is it organized and

In the 19th century building that houses Marlies

plants set the atmosphere in a mixed flavour of clean

what facilities are there? We met Jop Japenga of

Dekkers, there are only a few other studios. One door

and cosy. The understated hall downstairs makes

Afdeling Buitengewone Zaken at their studio in

has tiny letters stickered to the glass: ‘Afdeling

sense now; it’s a space to welcome clients, give

historic Delfshaven in Rotterdam to find out.

Buitengewone Zaken’, a mysterious name that loosely

presentations or do some focused work.

translates to ‘Department of Extraordinary Affairs’.

Should ID be mo
Afdeling Buiten

NEW
THE D

lay-out: Otis Overdijk & Renee Noortman

Wait, where is the 3D-printer or laser-cutter? ‘There

space.” I asked Jop what would be the content of a

Still a studio?

are hardly any products that we finish within the

pop-up studio suitcase. “Overview tools - such as a

So, what role is left for the design studio? Will the

studio, this happens externally’. Most of all, the studio

street map, timeline or stakeholder map - and simple

entire building be Marlies Dekkers in 2020? Except

reflects a typical ID student: a bit of everything, but

prototyping tools, to adjust your intervention.”

for a small room where the designer’s equivalent of

nothing fully. The studio facilitates development up

a security guard is surrounded by screens streaming

to the conceptual phase. ‘It’s often those early tries

In an increasingly complex world it seems that

and adjustments that you want to be able to do

designers deal with this by moving more into context.

quickly.’

Some talk about the ‘embedded designer’, some talk

Jop finds the answer in the very reason that De

about Chris Gruijters (who imprisoned himself for

Afdeling exists. “Even though we weren’t supposed

Designers in context

context’s sake) [3], some talk about all the institutions

to mingle with students from other themes, we

Ideas at the Afdeling don’t originate from technology,

that could use a designer. If a prison recognizes the

gathered in our little corner of the green space. It’s

projects start from the context. “We believe that

value of a designer, why not a bank, a hospital or the

the interpersonal interaction. I think it’s good to

systems that successfully tap into today’s possibilities

parliament?

switch between in-context and out-context as the

pop-up studio’s?

can never be designed beforehand, they ought to
emerge from within the context.”[1] With home-grown
methodologies like Hidden Design, de Afdeling tries
to deal with this complex issue. “Commonly used
design methods such as co-creation, focus groups

“Like a builder brings his toolbox you’ll have to
bring your toolkit to the design context.”

or design probes still project or reflect on suggested
situations, approaching people as research

place where you can mirror different in-context

participants. We hide our design and research

experiences.”

process, presenting prototypes as finished products
and playing roles to create real life scenarios.” Like

The future of the design studio seems to be extreme

how they started to grow smart energy grids in rural

yet balanced. An almost holistic emergence in the

India: by just selling proto-solar kits to some

user context, while regularly clinging together to find

entrepreneurial-minded villagers. [2]

links and build bridges. This calls for a flexible and

When in context, it’s not efficient to go back to
Rotterdam to adjust a prototype or reflect on the
insights. “We iterate a lot. To do so in context, you
need a place to retreat.” There’s often a hotelroom,
barn or back of a van that serves as a pop-up studio
on location. “The only thing you need is a secluded

ore like
ngewone Zaken?

W LOCATIONS OF
DESIGN STUDIO
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futuristic designer. Would he be trained at ID?

the researchers and staff were in the same space as

step into the context. Partners like the Máxima

the students. Like in a real studio, it’s clear what your

Medisch Centrum and Sportpark op Noord that

project contributes.”

provide a room to design. “Like a builder brings his

Future proof education

toolbox you’ll have to bring your toolkit to the design

Miguel Bruns knows whether this is the direction ID

A solid studio setup seem to be in construction, what

context.”

is heading. “The studio setup was mainly about

about the context? “One idea that came out of the

There is another important direction; the subject of

creating an open space that facilitates the different

GHOST project was a VW-van that could unwrap like

industrial design itself is in constant transition. From

phases of the design process in a flexible way.” That

a Transformer into a design studio.” Before that time

a mechanical engineering it moved towards electrical

does sound like ID. “In the most successful themes,

comes, the upcoming Field Labs can be seen as a

engineering and computer science. Future
technologies predict a role in chemical or bio-medical
engineering. A largely untouched context to be
explored by designers is just outside Laplace: the
TU/e itself. “To be able to connect to research, ID
needs to open up. That is what is happening with the

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out:

electives.” It’s just a start though. “The matter you
work with as a designer changes over time. I can

[1] Hidden Design newspaper DDW 2013

imagine chemo- or bio-oriented Make Labs, that

http://afdelingbuitengewonezaken.nl/share/hidden_

facilitate working with other disciplines.”

design.pdf
[2] Afdeling Buitengewone Zaken. “Rural Spark”
http://www.afdelingbuitengewonezaken.nl/projects/
rural-spark/

That sounds quite different from the education Jop
and his companions had. It is a proof that one thing
stayed the same: change. “I valued the fact that the
study itself was searching; that even the way of

[3] Chris Gruijters “If you as a designer immerse in
context, your products have more potential to stay
there as well”

studying and working becomes something that’s
moldable.” Let’s see, and mold [4], where it goes.

http://www.todesignfrom.com/
[4] Voice your opinion about the Design Studio! The
Theme Supports are curious.
https://nl.surveymonkey.com/s/LD2MK2D

Gijs de Boer

ARTICLE

Technology surrounds us in our daily lives. We are
accustomed to its presence, often to the level that
we do not notice it anymore. Some technologies
have grown into customs that break the boundaries
with our perception of Nature. An example can
be found when we look into our kitchens. We are
used to seeing technological product such as a
microwave, stove and oven there. Yet we don’t
immediately recognise the technology of cooking
food. This is because cooking is normally seen as
natural behaviour.
The Next Nature philosophy teaches us that
Nature and Culture (technology grows from man’s
culture) are moving concepts. When a technology
gets completely accepted by society, it loses its
status of culture, to be turned into (Next) Nature.
By using Next Nature concepts designers show
their vision on how the future should or could be.
These products and scenarios often question the
role of technology or invoke debates about future
societies.

AN OFFICIAL
Koert van Mensvoort

METHOD

naturalized

technology has become a second nature
robot example: A clean world is the new standard. Robots are owned
by the governements. They clean everywhere, anywhere.

invisible

the technology has become so “logical” or omnipresent it fades to the background
robot example: The robots expand their cleaning jobs to the public
places and streets. Removing the robots would mean mass polution.
everywhere.

vital

removing the technology will have an impact on society
robot example: people forget cleaning methods. We can only buy
brooms for our robots.

accepted

the technology has become affordable
robot example: By Moore’s law electronics have become so small
and cheap that household robots become more affordable.

applied

technology is brought into society
robot example: vacuumclean robots without a clever
artificial intelligence.

operational

a first prototype or proof of concept exists
robot example: robots that navigate through a
household.

envisioned

technology has become a second nature
robot example: intelligent household robots that
take over cleaning the house.

lay-out: Tijs Duel

Through the perspective of Next Nature we can dream

its mark on society if there is good argumentation for it.

about future technology. (Next) Nature allows the (for

Some argumentation for change can easily be found in

now) impossible to happen. Nevertheless it also requires

technological innovation. Other changes can be based

that we take a critical stand on the impact of design on

on anthropological and phycological factors. These

our current and future society. A tool to create a better

arguments often are a stronger boost for the product’s

overview of the impact of a design in society is the

rise on the pyramid.

pyramid of technology.
When we design we don’t often take the higher stages
The pyramid of technology is divided in seven stages.

into account. We just want to solve a problem or provide

Each stage describes the position of the proposed

an opportunity for self exploration. The pyramid is a good

product in society. Without shortcuts, the product can

tool to create awareness of the products’ effect on society

climb the pyramid from bottom to top. The duration of

in the long run.

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out:
Mensvoort, Koert Van. Next Nature.
ISBN: 978-8492861538.
http://www.nextnature.net
For the Industrial Design Masters there is the
opportunity to follow the Next Nature module, given
by no other than mister Next Nature himself; Koert
van Mensvoort.
Module code: DB416 - Designing For Next Nature

a stage depends on the proporties of the product and
can therefore vary from a few days to a few decades or

The pyramid provides an overview of the changes

generations.

that are required for the product to move from the
envisioned stage to the higher stages. Though the

On the left page the pyramid is displayed. To illustrate

overview we become more aware of the compromises

the method we take up the example of every housewife’s

of the technological and human feasibilities towards

dream invention: the household robot. Technological

the envisioned idea. With this we can avoid certain

feasibility leaves us the compromise of the Robotic

compromises by redesign, so our final design can get

Vacuum Cleaner. Still we can make a forecast of what

closer to the envisioned concept. Ultimately we can use

needs to change if we want the example to move up on

the overview to show a clear position of our product in

the pyramid.

the context of current and future society. The context
of future society is of added value to your product as it

The argumentation for when the product moves on the

shows vision. The overall attitude that is invoked by the

pyramid is either based on changes in the product or

pyramid of technology is to take your moral and dreams

its technology or a change in societal morals. Often we

more into account.

resort to changing the proposed products technology
(for example: smaller electronics or smarter software) as
technical innovation moves faster than societal change.
Nevertheless, if we want to push for higher regions of the
pyramid it is essential to think about how society has to,

Charlotte Wassmer and Tijs Duel

or will change via our product. Every product can leave
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LUCID ACTIVITY

The island of Taiwan, also known as Ilha Formosa,

20th century Taiwan began to become more

which means ‘Beautiful Island’ in Portugese. The

industrialized and grew rapidly. Especially in the

island has beautiful scenery and geography; like

fields of technology, semiconductors, consumer

the high mountains of Alishan or Hualien’s

products and automobile parts, it was blooming.

stunning national park, and is very rich and

Taiwan understands the value of design and its

diverse, just like Taiwanese design and

government is recently investing much in design

craftmanship.

exhibitions, projects and education.

Diversity and contrasts

The design departments of the National Cheng Kung

Taiwan has a rich history. It has been occupied by

University (NCKU) and National Taiwan University of

various countries, even briefly by the Netherlands.

Science and Technology (NTUST) have a high

It has long been a gateway to Asia for the West and

reputation and measure up to leading cities around

has many georgaphical advantages. No surprise the

the world. In the iF- and Red Dot Design Awards,

tourist center recently changed the island’s slogan

Taiwanese designers have proven themselves

to “Heart of Asia”. The strongest influences are still

numerous times by their creative achievements.

Chinese and Japanese, which can be seen in

Besides big companies, like BenQ or HTC, Taiwan

infrastructure, education system and daily life. Taiwan

also has networks of small companies, startups and

is a fusion of multiple, diverse cultures but retains

craftsmen. Traditional Taiwanese craft techniques

its own local traditions. Despsite all this, Taiwan

are combined with new technologies and put into

passionately embraces high-tech modernity.

today’s context to create new values and meaningful
dimensions. With their enthusiastic and friendly

Taiwanese design

mindset, the Taiwanese aim for quality and find

The branding “Made in Taiwan” can be seen on many

unique creative design solutions, inspired by nature

products around the world. Starting from the late

and their surroundings.

Taiwan:
Blooming Design
lay-out: Marijn van der Steen

World Design Capital
In 2016 Taipei will be the World Design Capital (WDC).
During this year there will be many events focussed
on design with “Adaptive City - Design in Motion” as
main theme. Designers all across the globe can exhibit
and share their innovative designs in Taipei. During
the WDC event, Eindhoven will work together with
Taiwan intensively on design, as Eindhoven has strong
bonds with Taiwan and many Taiwanese technology
companies are established in the Eindhoven region.
Lucid Taiwan study trip
This year Lucid is organizing the study trip to Taiwan.
Students and coaches from Industrial Design will visit
several universities, companies and cultural highlights
within three weeks. An intensive week long workshop
will be organized in collaboration with the NTUST
and BenQ to think about certain design topics and
challenges.
Moreover, the students will see Taiwanese
craftsmanship and workflow at first hand. As Taipei
is booming with designers and is the upcoming World
Design Capital of 2016, this study trip is a great
opportunity for industrial designers to explore and
experience the richness of Taiwan.

Vincent Visser

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out:
“World Design Capital | Future Capital: Taipei.” World
Design Capital. http://www.worlddesigncapital.com/
world-design-capitals/taipei/.
“World Design Capital 2016.” World Design Capital
Taipei 2016. http://wdc2016.taipei/en/.
“Welcome to Taiwan.” Welcome to Taiwan. http://eng.
taiwan.net.tw/.
“Eindhoven - Taiwan Design Program.” Eindhoven Taiwan Design Program. http://www.eindhoven-taiwan.
com/.
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STUDENT PROJECT

lay-out: Lesley Lock

Shouting at your computer when it doesn’t work

When the system wants to give you suggestions, it

the way you want, getting frustrated because

gives feedback through dynamic light and changing

your smartphone doesn’t work: we’ve all been

its physical shape. These visual outputs will give you

there. We don’t always understand the technology

an overview of the situation at that time and the

we are using, resulting in a difficult interaction.
This is not only relevant for the devices we
actively use, like smartphones and computers,
but also for more static devices that we find in
our homes, like a thermostat. Because we have
no clue what it does and why, it is difficult to

expressivity of these signals provides basic
information on the suggestions. When you interact
with the system they become more specific
suggestions about what the optimal air quality for
your house is, related to your activities and
preferences.

interact with. Not only can this frustrate the user,

Jesse believes that these shape-changing interfaces

but it also negatively impacts the amount of

will take over the old, more static interfaces. These

energy used to heat homes. And here is where

static interfaces don’t connect with the dynamic world

Jesse Meijers comes in. The master student is

we live in. Therefore, it is important to develop

working on the ‘Transparency of Intelligence’

interfaces that are more intuitive to work with, so

project, in which he is creating an intelligent

every piece of technology we use is attuned to the

interface to control the air quality within your

natural richness and capabilities of humans.

house.
We met Jesse in a very busy master space in Laplace,

Loes Teunis

where he started talking very passionately about his
project. Most air controlling systems have static
interfaces that can be used by pressing a few buttons
or moving a slider. Instead of making a static
interface, Jesse is developing an expressive system
that behaves more like a person. This can be achieved
by letting the system tell you something, but you
have to interact with the system to get more detailed
information.
To illustrate this he gives an example: when you meet
up with a friend that looks like there is a thundercloud
hanging above his head you know something is wrong,
but you can only find out what happened by asking
him. This is also the direction in which he wants to
steer the user; to get feedback by asking and
interacting with the design. By doing this, the user
will get more insight in what the system does and
why. You will only get detailed feedback by specifically
approaching the design; similar to approaching
comfort zones of people. It can give you suggestions
what you can do to improve the air quality, but it is
up to you whether or not you act upon it.
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INTERNSHIP

INTERNSHIP
FRONTEER
STRATEGY
WITH ISABELLE
VAN DER ENDE
lay-out: Joch Jansz

Isabelle van der Ende is a third-year bachelor

that a selection was made for the session.”

student who did an internship at Fronteer

As an ID student, it is expected from us that we have

Strategy, an Amsterdam based Strategy

a lot of knowledge in different areas of design. “I’ve

Consultancy and one of the Dutch pioneers in

learned that this is really valuable when working in

co-creation. Fronteer uses co-creation to gather

a company like Fronteer Strategy. For example when

knowledge from different external experts and

I helped develop the database of former Experts/

stakeholders in order to generate ideas and

participants, it was very useful to have programming

concepts for growth.

skills that helped me to understand what the
programmers were talking about and to think with

“At Fronteer, there are two teams involved in the

them. This trait was also important when translating

process: the consulting and the connecting team.

the wishes of the connectors into a clear system. Like

“The consulting team organises and moderates the

combining Descriptive and Mathematical Modelling

sessions and lays out strategies”, Isabelle told us.

with User Focus and Perspective. As a connector, you

“The connecting team, on the other hand, does the

are also expected to act as a trendwatcher, so you

detective work of finding the right people - Experts

know what’s going on in the market and which experts

- to involve in the co-creation sessions.”

are cool and interesting right now. I had to combine
analytic abilities with empathic skills.”

“EVERYONE IN THIS BUSINESS STANDS AT THE HEART OF
SOCIETY AND I BELIEVE THAT IS PART OF WHAT MAKES
THEM SO SUCCESSFUL”
Isabelle wanted to find an internship where she could
learn about co-creation and that’s how she found

Altogether, Isabelle has learned a lot about how to

Fronteer. While Industrial Design students are more

work in a business environment. And about how

likely to do an internship as a consultant, Isabelle

important it is to be a part of society. “Everyone in

chose a different direction and became part of the

this business stands at the heart of society and I

connecting team. As an ID student, she told us, that

believe that is part of what makes them so successful.

isn’t a problem. “Thanks to my Personal Development

A project that illustrates this is Favela Painting. The

Plan, my internship supervisor and I could find

story of two artists that transform favelas into works

projects within the company in which I could also

of art. This gives the residents more social security

achieve the goals I set for myself. This meant that

and improves housing. The artists are great artists,

next to my job as connector, I helped develop a

but the business aspect proved challenging. So

database, optimise the connecting process, put

Fronteer helped them to make a business plan and

together an evaluation form and set up a list of

form a board of advisors. Although it is very important

characteristics for Experts needed in sessions.” But

to help society, Fronteer can also learn from these

my main task was still connecting, which meant

experiences and use this knowledge to improve their

finding capable Experts to take part in co-creation

work in the commercial sector.”

sessions. All these potential participants were added
to the so called ‘Long List’ and all of them had to be
approached with a personal email. The people that
responded were called for a short interview and after
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WE PROUDLY PRINT THE UNiD AT

STUDY ASSOCIATION LUCID, SNEP AND UNiD
MAGAZINE ALSO PROUDLY PRESENT

A BRAND NEW YEARBOOK!
INSTEAD OF A 4TH UNiD ISSUE THIS YEAR

The UNiD is the magazine of Lucid, the study
association of Industrial Design at the
Eindhoven University of Technology. A
committee of hard working students ensures
three issues are published every academic
year, while even maintaining an online blog
on the side.

Lucid is the study association of Industrial
Design. Every study needs a platform to
support the students in both their learning
activities and their social life. Lucid has a lot
to offer its members and provides them with
workshops, creative activities, brainstorms,
excursions, parties and much more.

Our goal is to gather valuable knowledge and
information from inside and outside the
faculty, and communicate that to the students.
The UNiD committee simulates a professional
editorial office where the teams of writers,
graphics, and media are working tightly
together to ensure the best and most beautiful
magazine for you!

It is our goal to support as many members as
possible. Therefore we are in contact and
collaborate with experts in our department,
alumni of Industrial Design and a wide range
of companies. We believe we can be of great
help to each other, and we strive to organize
and collaborate in creative events with the
members of our network.

unid.lucid.cc

www.lucid.cc

